With its elegant and airy design, the Art AX is ideal for free placement in your room. This space-saving complete solution cuts a fine figure even in the smallest of rooms.

Like a painting.
What a contrast: Premium OLED technology above, solid oak below – fits perfectly. The elegant, passionate design of the easel ensures the perfect staging of the TV screen. The plugs and connection cables are hidden out of sight, covered by the back board and passed through the inside of the base. This is your cinema.

Live and in colour.
The Art AX consists of a tripod made of solid oak and is available in three colours: Oak Nature, Oak Grey and Oak Black.
Artfully staged. The Frame TV model from Samsung is a real eye-catcher even when it is switched off and harmonises perfectly with the easel look of the Art AX.
**art AX in detail**

**Solid oak of the highest manufacturing quality**

The feet of the elegant tripod are made from a single piece of wood and convey the premium quality of the TV stand. The solid wood is either available in the natural oak colour or can be ordered in stained black or gray. The high manufacturing quality not only ensures stability and safety, but also a total load capacity of a full 40 kg.

**Clever cable management with a magnetic cover**

All power and connection cables can be conveniently hidden in the rear of the Art AX TV stand. The cables are always tidy and perfectly protected from dust and damage. A magnetic cover makes it quick and easy to access at any time. Two integrated metal profiles also help to accommodate the cables.

**Integrated cable outlet in the rear stand**

The Art AX TV stand has a discreet cutout on the back of the rear for connection to the nearest power socket. This also makes it easy to connect additional external devices. The size of the cable outlet enables up to four cables to be fed through at the same time.
art AX in detail

Including TV bracket with an universal adapter

Televisions with a screen diagonal of 48” to 65” harmonise perfectly with the Art AX. The supplied TV bracket with universal adapter is suitable for almost all standard TV sets with VESA mount of 100 x 100 to 600 x 400. The exact height of the television on the TV stand can be altered individually when using the universal TV adapter.

Adapters for different soundbar models

For those who want to expand the sound of the TV with a soundbar, there are different soundbar adapters available for perfect connection. The B&O Beosound Stage, the Sonos Arc or Sonos Beam, various Bose models, and soundbar models from other manufacturers can be attached with the appropriate adapter. When installing the adapter, three different heights can be selected.

Delivered compact and simple to set up

The Art TV stand is compactly packed in a practical flat pack box for delivery to your home or for collection from your specialist retailer. Thanks to high-quality screw connections with embedded metal threads, setting up the Art AX is uncomplicated and can be done in a few minutes, even for laypeople. Of course, detailed instructions for assembly are included.
**Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>AX30</th>
<th>ADSB4</th>
<th>ADSB5</th>
<th>ADSB6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>w x h x d (cm)</strong></td>
<td>87.2 x 225.5 x 67.5</td>
<td>46” to 60”</td>
<td>548 x 120 cm</td>
<td>650 x 67 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RRP</strong></td>
<td>€899</td>
<td>€69</td>
<td>€69</td>
<td>€129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Features**

- Elegant easel design with tripod made of solid oak
- Hidden cable routing in the rear of the stand with magnetic cover
- TV bracket with universal adapter for VESA 100 x 100 to 600 x 400

**Choice of colours**

- wood*
- RON Oak Nature
- ROG Oak Grey
- ROB Oak Black

**Accessories**

- ADSB4 soundbar adapter suitable for Sonos Beam, Bose Solo 5, Bose SoundTouch 300, Bose Soundbar 700 and other soundbar models, shelf size (w x d): 548 x 120 cm
- ADSB5 soundbar adapter for Sonos Arc, shelf size (w x d): 650 x 67 cm
- ADSB6 soundbar adapter for B&O Beosound Stage

---

*Wood is a natural product with differences in colour and structure
Every tree is different due to its individual life story. It is therefore an essential feature and an unmistakable sign of authenticity of natural woods that slight colour differences and structural features of grain will occur in the production of the finished product. These factors make every Spectral Art AX TV stand unique.